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15-Tone Selcall Decoder

CCIR, ZVEI, EEA, ElA Tone Sets

Group Call and Data Capability

p Processor Compatible

Excellent Noise Performance

High Dynamic Range

4 Bit Data Output

Low Power CMOS

Few External Components

On-Chip Oscillator Uses
Low-Cost Resonator
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internal Block Diagram

The FX003 is a CMOS OTC {Quadradecimal
Tone Coding} tone decoder which may be

used to decode Selcall tones in accordance
with CClFi, ZVEI, EEA and EIA international
tone standards.
The FX003 detects an input frequency falling
within any of the fifteen tone channels

programmed on-chip and outputs the

hexadecimal tone number in 4—bit binary
code. When a tone is detected, its 4—bit code
is latched at the data outputs and a Data
Change is generated. Failure to qualify any

tone for a continuous period of 33 ms causes
the output to be set to ‘Notone’ (16th logic
statel and a Data Change strobe to be
generated.

A DATA CHANGE output signals each change

in the output code and can be used with the
HOLD/”ACKNOWLEDGE input to establish

handshake routines with microprocessors and
other data processing logic.

A 'Power Up Reset’ (FURS) routine ensures

all internal circuitry is COrrectly reset when
power is first applied to the device. Following

’PURS’ the FX003 generates HEX 'E' {NO

DATA CHANGE} which in turn is followed by
a normal decode sequence.

The on-chip inverter may be used with a

resonator to provide the 560 kHz master
clock for the device, or an external clock may
be used. A divided down buffered 23.33 kHz
clock output is also provided for use with

other ’03 devices and trimming of the
560 kHz resonator.

The FX003 is available in a number of pin
compatible versions, each version

programmed in accordance with the
frequencies and bandwidths of a specified
OTC toneset.

